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The photo above from a Wall Street Journal Article is a good way to dive into this whole Indian episode
due to what they show on it: the graph. Digging just a little bit more into that graph with the spike, and
adding one extra detail that they don’t show, is enough to blow the whole story:

Data for this is taken from here. You have the same problem if you look at the graph with the deaths
instead of cases:

Note the two important events out there – the farmers’ protest and Diwali. For those who came in late, the
farmers’ protests had been taking place for approximately 5 months all over India and especially near the
capital region, with hundreds of thousands of people coming together to protest the government’s
trampling of their livelihood. In the freezing cold in the midst of a cold wave. Outdoors.

“Miraculously,” no wave of covid cases. Diwali is the biggest festival in India, bar none. Folks were
thronging markets in the thousands, celebrating with their families, throwing off the yoke of covid
oppression in their own ways. No wave to see here, either.
We can’t have that, now, can we? In order to teach ‘em all a lesson, Gates, with his by-now-well-knownhabit of prophesying, stated in December 2020 that the next four to six months could be the worst of the
pandemic. Where would we be without our prophets?
Along comes the vaccination drive, on January 16th, 2021. And all hell breaks loose. India’s health
infrastructure creeks under the strain, hospitals get full, and on the ground real-life stories start to get
visible. Along with the rest of the world media, CNN jumps on the pandemic bandwagon, and picks out
the most emotional videos it can to spread as much fear as possible about India’s “second covid surge”.
Then the merry-go-round of blame game starts:
Some blame the government.
Some blame the corruption.
Some blame the covid virus/variants.

Some blame the lack of oxygen.
Some blame the elections (yeah, right, after Diwali and the farmers’ protests?).
Some controlled ops even claim that the whole Indian crisis is fake, so that other mainstream media can
come and debunk that. That’s a clever one, because deaths WERE faked in India last year, but the current
deaths are not faked.
But what are you not allowed to blame? That’s right: the VACCINES.
Friends who have not spoken to me for ages pop up on facebook and other social media with fauxconcern:
Them: “Oh, I heard things are very horrible in India and people are dying of covid! Is your family all
right?”
Me: “Of course they are, they are not stupid enough to go and take the vaccine.”
Them: Silence.
The stories of the vaccine side effects couldn’t be kept down easily, of course. For example, blood clots
have shot through the roof, and doctors whom I know on the ground have mentioned to me that clotting
factors like the D-Dimer tests and CRP tests are showing abnormally high values – something that was
not true in 2020. All this cannot be ignored. So the media has to rush in to cover it up with a nicesounding sanitized story: that the chance of blood clots is ‘miniscule’ and only 26 cases have been seen so
far. 26? Miles’ readers will recognize the pattern of such numbers, but in this case probably 260,000 is
closer to the truth. But they gotta admit some tiny number in the media, so that way they can hit two birds
with one stone:
1. By admitting it, anyone who hears about the clotting side-effect will automatically think: “rare”
2. They get brownie points for admitting it – “Oh, they admitted their fault even if it is only 26
cases! See how honest and open they are! If it was worse, they would surely tell us.”
The same trick was already tried with J&J in the US. “Bless their hearts, they paused it just because of six
cases!” YUCK.
Another thing that is making things much worse is vaccine shedding. Of course, no one would admit to
that, but it is being seen that those who have taken the vaccine end up infecting the entire family. And
some in the family do not make it. Now, that has to be covered up as well, so we have stories like this:
Many catching virus after first jab in West Bengal, turning silent spreaders: Doctors
Did you catch that? They admit people are falling sick AND spreading infection right after the first jab,
but claim it is because of the virus, and not due to the jab itself! Talk about spinning people away after
allowing them to get within a hair’s breadth of the truth.
Let’s get back to Gates. Both of India’s major vaccines, COVISHIELD and COVAXIN, have fingerprints
of Gates Foundation all over them. The manufacturer of COVAXIN, Bharat Biotech, was funded to the

tune of nearly $40 million in the last few years (including 20 million just before the whole pandemic
project):

With COVISHIELD, which is basically AstraZeneca in a different garb, the rabbithole leads deeper. The
manufacturer is the Serum Institute of India, which is the world’s largest vaccine maker! I bet you had not
heard of it till today, unless you are Indian. Now the creepy father-and-son-duo, Cyrus and Adar
Poonawalla, have been in cahoots with Gates for years, including in November 2019 (just like Bharat
Biotech) when the dad was probably retired with an award for his services, and the son took the helm.

Did I say “took the helm”? Actually Adar is safely hiding in the UK all this while. Just in case the Indian
population wised up and realized that a mass murderer was staying in a city close by. Watch his nose:

The Poonawallas were into horse racing and breeding, and switched to making vaccines in 1966. The city
the Poonawallas are from is Poona (hence the name) or Pune. Pune, and nearby Bombay (Mumbai), had
nearly half the entire country’s cases at the peak of this surge. Just a coincidence that the vaccine
manufacturer’s city is the one hardest hit with “covid”, I’m sure. The Poonawallas’ Serum Institute is
headquartered in Pune, while India’s richest man, Ambani, is holed up next door in Mumbai. Where,
then, should the virus coincidentally decide to peak in India? Smack in the middle of the State these two
cities are in: Maharashtra. (See the dark colored state in the map below)

The Poonawallas were also involved with several of their richer cousins in financing the Opium Wars
back in the day. They are hence continuing the project to this day, this time on their own countrymen,
with a much larger devastation.
The doctors in India haven’t woken up even when their poster boy of the vaccine push, Dr. KK Aggarwal,
died after taking the vaccine. He had made the humble claim that he represents the “state of
consciousness of the medical field”. I think this was very inconvenient for the vaccine pushers, so they
had to cover it up, first by quashing rumors of his death, and then, when he died, by flooding the media
with a host of new “experts” to replace his presence. Aggarwal was also the winner of the highly
renowned civilian award, the Padma Shri, and a former president of the IMA (Indian Medical
Association). He used to work at the hospital of Deepak Chopra’s dad. See here for Miles’ reference to
the spook Chopra. His words in his last video were very telling: The movie isn’t over yet, the show must
go on. As usual, they tell you right in your face, as the show is going on.

Another exemplary case was that of the infectious disease expert Rajendra Kapila from Rutger’s
University, who did the whole “stay home stay safe” thing for a year. Then he took the Pfizer jabs, went
to India, got admitted to the hospital, and died; of covid, you see, because just in case you didn’t realize, a
new commandment has been hammered and pounded into our mind this year:
Thou shalt not blame the vaccine.
India also has its host of guru-plus-mega-corporation-CEO’s to lead everyone astray, and right among the
top is Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev. He has spoken at the World Economic Forum in 2007, 2017 and 2020,
which pretty much tells you all you need to know. He has been a major tool in converting India into a
Hindu theocracy, and has been harping about the vaccine at every opportunity, most notably at a WHO
meeting in Geneva in June 2019. In classic vacillating guru fashion, the suggestion is something like –
“Oh you don’t need to go crazy about vaccinations, but you might as well get the covid vaccine… most of
us are alive because of vaccines after all. Be thankful to modern medicine”. And just like Aggarwal, he
teams up with Deepak Chopra to give the message. As usual, when you see anyone with Deepak Chopra,
run.

Since two sides are needed to control the population, they had to throw out the other side of the story with
another fraud guru – Baba Ramdev, the Yoga guru of India. When too many doctors’ deaths (after
vaccinations) were coming into the limelight, they had to unleash Ramdev to claim that vaccines don’t
work, and that his yoga solutions work better. Once again, note the turn of phrase – vaccines are useless,
but not harmful. Once again, you get within an inch of the truth and are then spun away. Of course, you
don’t really need to analyze what this guy says, as one look at him will give you a picture of his character:

“Buy this from meeee!!”
The Indian Medical Association gets suitably riled up about all this – “He says vaccines do not work?
Sedition!! Misinformation!!” All to create a furor and neatly guide people past the minor point that the
vaccines are killing them.
[Update June 5, 2021: On the subject of Indian gurus, there is another important point: Hindu culture.
Just like anyone who sticks their neck out in the US is a “right wing nationalist”, in India as well the
intelligentsia has taken care to siphon all those who value their cultural roots as “crazy Hindu extremists”.
And several organizations had been set up, from the time of the British-divide-and-rule-backed Hindu
Mahasabha, to do precisely that.
For centuries, probably millennia, Indian cultural heritage lived the ideas of reincarnation. Along with this
came a feeling for the meaning of life, and an acceptance of risks as a natural part of it, where the fear of
death could never gain a strong foothold. For example, hypochondria and germophobia was very rare,
before the “pandemic”. A strong intrinsic culture and belief in the reality of the afterlife is not very
conducive for a “You are going to die!!” marketing campaign now, is it?
How was this tackled? By shutting down all the temples overnight. Many of which had been continuously
open for more than a thousand years. And actually establishing new rituals with Modi as “priest”:

And there you have it… lamps, bells (banging plates), the high priest, the singing and dancing, and not to
forget, the lines to obtain the sacramental food, aka vaccines, at the end of it all.]
There are other major players from the NGO side – “the Gandhi of grain” Vandana Shiva and Booker
Prize winner Arundhati Roy. Being more intelligent than the average Baba Ramdev, they take a
sophisticated spin on things, and are placed highest up the mountain. Vandana Shiva is a bit like Noam
Chomsky… she criticizes Bill Gates, the GMO crops, the Gates’ vaccine industry, the pesticides, and is
the winner of the “Alternative Nobel Prize”. But does she say ONE WORD against the current vaccines,
about the harms they are causing? Zip, nada.
But again, just look at her:

And then we have Arundhati Roy, whose job is to criticize government. She is the cousin of Prannoy Roy,
who heads up one of the largest Indian media groups: NDTV. Not only that, he (Prannoy) studied at the
Delhi School of Economics (underling of the London School of Economics), and (from wiki):
In 2009 Roy was one of two Indians serving on the International Advisory Board of Council on Foreign
Relations.
Yep, that’s our old buddies at CFR. Arundhati Roy is obviously pretty well connected, and with a little bit
of sophistry with her writing, she manages another whiplash of a spin: “We are witnessing a crime against
humanity”.

Oh how right you are madam, but wait a minute… she is talking of the government not doing enough.
And its bad infrastructure. And the faults of Prime Minister Modi. While I completely agree that Modi
can win several prizes as the top scumbag of India, blaming him for the lack of infrastructure once again
overlooks the current vaccine-caused disaster. Modi has “made his bones” by already being at the head of
a genocide once, and he is heading another one now.
The thought comes to mind – why India? Why target this part of the world, in particular? After all, we
hear nary a peep from next-door China about how it is faring with the “covid crisis”. I surmise here –
India has a large population that has a strong tradition of non-pharmaceutical medicine. For sure, China
has traditional Chinese medicine, but with the levels of censorship and industrial control already present
on the peasant life over there, it doesn’t seem the right fit for the project other than the part it has already
played as a dialectic for the US. India has had a much more resilient local medicinal culture, based in
Ayurveda, and also Homeopathy, and as such had to be attacked to eliminate those competitors root and

branch once and for all. They are going at it by plonking “leaders” like Ramdev on the side of Ayurveda –
classic discredit-by-association. Who in their right mind would ever want to follow that guy? The Indian
Medical Association is, once again, suitably outraged by Ayurveda and its organization AYUSH.
Controversy stirred, mission accomplished.
Another important move in the game has been the placement of Indians neatly in top positions in Big
Tech as well over the last few years:

Sundar Pichai (Google CEO) Satya Nadella (Microsoft CEO) Parag Agrawal (Twitter CTO)

Shantanu Narayan (Adobe CEO) Arvind Krishna (IBM CEO) Soumya Swaminathan (WHO)
This facilitates tapping the patriotism card, especially for those Indians living in the US or abroad in
general. What a fantastic ego-boost to have “our countrymen” all the way at the top! We’d better listen to
these experts and their models and their expertise in general, right?
The last one, Soumya Swaminathan, deserves special mention. Not only is she pushing vaccines all day as
WHO’s “chief scientist”, she is also the daughter of M. S. Swaminathan, who introduced GMO crops to
India to trash our agriculture via the monoculture-heavy “Green Revolution”. He is also the winner of
“UNESCO Mahatma Gandhi Gold Medal for his outstanding work in extending the benefits of

biotechnology to marginalised and poverty-stricken populations in developing countries and in securing a
sound basis for sustainable agricultural, environmental and rural development”. How many red flags can
you count there?
All in all, India is in a terrible place right now. Our unholy prophets have predicted a third wave. Why?
They need that cover story since they are opening up the vaccinations to the younger folks: the 18-45 year
old category. And what happens when young parents start shedding? Well, the kids get sick, of course.
We need a prophecy for that one, don’t we? Sure enough: “Health experts predict that the third wave of
the virus is likely to hit the country later this year and have categorically warned that children would be
affected by the third wave more than adults.” These horrible people are preparing the cover story for a
genocide of children – calmly, methodically, all according to plan.
On the side of those resisting the vaccine push, there are a handful of groups, such as the one
unfortunately led by David Icke, like Awaken India Movement. It’s better than nothing I guess, but I hope
it goes through the teething problems of seeing through its controlled opposition leader quickly. There is
also Great Game India – this group is lead by a suspicious character Srinivas Kidambi who came out of
St. Edward’s University Austin, and, per Wikipedia: St. Edward's has been among the top producers of
U.S. Fulbright Students for the last five years. AKA another spook school. Is there no end to them? That
is why this group keeps whipping up nationalistic sentiment against China. As we know, national
boundaries mean nothing when the international looters have been at it for ages.
Anyway. If you’re from India, or know any Indians – smack them with the graphs and facts in this article.
Most of them are pretty brainwashed, but hopefully a few will wake up to the nonsense. The ones with a
computer background are mostly useless – and most IT help is Indian and therefore unfortunately that
way – they worship the footsteps of their heroes like Steve Jobs, Elon Musk, Zuckerberg, Sundar Pichai
and the rest of CEO crew. The ones in the bio-tech or medical background are also pretty hopeless. But
the rural folks still retain some common sense. Do your best to wake up these people. They have
occasionally been sending the medical agents and the police packing by beating them up and giving them
a taste of their own medicine – which I watch from time to time. It is the silver lining to a very dark
cloud.

